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The digital revolution has universally refreshed the creative industries and each 
culture has innovatively stamped their own signature by using various mixes of 
digital tools to execute strategies. The digital universe has given marketers a 
plethora of devices to engage and target or not so targeted audiences whether 
using the seemingly archaic text message or email to QR codes and augmented 
reality.

The Canadian creative industry has brilliantly leveraged digital media culture as a 
lens to view its consumers and social networking has been at the core of this for 
many award winning campaigns this year. The Canadian consumer landscape has 
evolved and audiences are no longer gratified by sitting back and watching a 
representation of a brand, they want to be involved, engaged and have a say in 
what they purchase.  

There are various examples of this, Doritos Canada launched a campaign ‘The End’ 
consumers were invited to write the ultimate ending to the unfinished Doritos TVC, 
the winner was given a cash prize but more notably was offered  the opportunity to 
sit on the Doritos branding team to offer insight to keep abreast with their 
audiences ever changing taste. 

The creative team behind the Strategy totally understood that crowd sourcing 
would generate interaction with current followers and kindle new interest from 
potential consumers. Doritos effectively took consumer engagement to the next 
level by handing over the brand to the audience. This also intelligently pin pointed 
customer preferences before investing millions on product development and 
marketing.  

The trend seems that the Canadian creative’s through using social media in its 
many guises have fully grasped the idea of digital engagement content and through 
digital channels present brand offerings that is a lot closer to the needs and wants 
of the people; In fact the brand becomes the people.

Another effectively executed campaign was used by the Canadian Tourism 
Commission (CTC) who targeted Americans to visit Canada after seeing tourism to 
Canada decline due to a rampant recession. In order to get the target audience to 
realise that travelling and holidaying in Canada was still affordable user generated 
content was used for TVC’s and because CTC realised that Americans were 
consuming travel information differently, CTC placed social media platforms in 
storefronts in strategic places in the U.S these were twitter based murals which 
featured interactive touch screens where holiday makers would tweet about their 
experiences and which encouraged the American public to tweet  back and engage 
conversation about Canada as a great holiday destination.



Social Media has allowed marketers to amplify the impact of live consumer 
engagements and events, the engagements that really work for brands require a 
more thorough approach. As Twitter feeds and Facebook walls fill up with shared 
content, the competition for audience and share capital will only increase.

Live Engagements need to be interactive, therefore good live engagements need 
hooks that are designed to encourage participation from the target consumer to 
relate. One of the most powerful aspects of live engagement marketing is the ability 
to connect positive feelings with the brand in the mind of consumers.

So what about the future, we can obviously look forward to new innovations in 
technology and marketers and creative’s around the world exploiting new avenues 
to entice audiences to their brands Augmented reality is a new medium but already 
we are seeing companies cleverly use this device to engage the consumer. Brands 
are harnessing holographic technology to interact with users and are changing in-
store advertising as we know it; maybe we are not as far away from the holo-deck 
as we might think.


